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Hello, I'm a first year medical student and I've been reading your blog for quite some time. I've noticed that there have been some changes to your site in the past few months, especially on the top-right, where you used to have your featured games.I was curious as to what's up with that, as that's my
favorite part of your site (: For the past few months, I have noticed that I am not receiving notifications for new comments, via email. I would like to get notifications again, if that is possible? When I get them it's awesome, but I'm not sure I want to get rid of them again. Thanks! Hello, I'm a first year medical
student and I've been reading your blog for quite some time. I've noticed that there have been some changes to your site in the past few months, especially on the top-right, where you used to have your featured games.I was curious as to what's up with that, as that's my favorite part of your site (: For the
past few months, I have noticed that I am not receiving notifications for new comments, via email. I would like to get notifications again, if that is possible? When I get them it's awesome, but I'm not sure I want to get rid of them again. Thanks! I think I have seen that before but I didn't see what it was. It was
under 'Featured Games' in the top right hand corner, which you don't have any more. Does that mean I have to click on the videos in the top right hand corner or something? I don't know! I had the exact same issue. Go to your "comments" page and enter your email for an activation link. To get the
notifications back you have to activate it. It could be that it's how you've setup your spam blocker as some settings are greyed out for me also and I'm not a huge spamer. About Us GodiGame is a popular gaming community from over 80 countries, where you can download games and socialize through
gaming. Here you will find everything: news, forums, pictures, videos and more. If you love to play games, you've come to the right place.![](annmededinb75118-0581){#sp1.575} ![](annmededinb75118-0582){#sp2.576
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